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Abstract—A new information-theoretic model is proposed for5
underlay-based cognitive radio (CR), which imposes rate limita-6
tion on the secondary user (SU), whereas the traditional systems7
impose either interference or transmit power limitations. The8
channel is modeled as a twin-user interference channel constituted9
by the primary user (PU) and the SU. The achievable rate of the10
SU is derived based on the inner bound formulated by Han and11
Kobayashi, where the PU achieves the maximum attainable rate of12
the single-user point-to-point link. We show that it is necessary for13
the SU to allocate its full power for the “public” message that can14
be decoded both by the SU and by the PU. We also demonstrate15
that it is optimal for the PU to allocate its full power for the16
“private” message that can only be decoded by the PU if the level of17
interference imposed by the PU on the SU is “ergodically strong.”18
Similarly, it is optimal for the PU to allocate its full power for19
the public message that can be decoded both by the SU and PU if20
this interference is “ergodically weak.” These findings suggest that21
this power allocation is independent of the level of interference22
imposed by the SU on the PU. Furthermore, the achievable rate23
is analyzed as a function of the average level of interference. An24
interesting observation is that if the level of interference imposed25
by the SU on the PU is “ergodically weak,” the achievable rate26
becomes a monotonically increasing function of this interference,27
and it is independent of the level of interference imposed by the28
PU on the SU. Furthermore, we analyze the realistic imperfect29
channel estimation scenario and demonstrate that the channel30
estimation errors will not affect the optimal nature of the SU’s31
power allocation.32
Index Terms—Cognitive radio (CR), interference limitation,33
rate limitation, underlay.34
I. INTRODUCTION35
36 THE conventional fixed spectrum allocation policy of wire-7 less transmissions has led to much of the spectrum being38
underutilized, whereas some bands are becoming overcrowded39
due to the avalanche-like proliferation of wireless devices [1].40
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Cognitive radio (CR)-based spectrum sharing is seen as a pos- 41
sible solution to the problem of inefficient spectrum utilization 42
[2]–[4]. There are various notions of spectrum sharing. One of 43
the most popular versions is the underlay-based spectrum shar- 44
ing [5]–[14]. In underlay, the basic cognition is associated with 45
near-instantaneously estimating the interfering link’s gain at the 46
receivers but, in the advanced scenario, interfering link’s gain 47
at the transmitters is also included. Moreover, the traditional AQ148
approach of underlay-based CR introduces a new parameter 49
for characterizing the interference temperature defined in [3], 50
which limits the aggregate interference that the CRs may inflict 51
upon the primary user (PU), so that the PU still achieves 52
data rates that satisfy its quality-of-service requirement. This 53
interference temperature limit can either be imposed as a peak 54
interference constraint or as an average interference constraint. 55
These constraints directly translate to the corresponding peak 56
transmit power or average transmit power constraints to be 57
assigned at the transmitters. 58
The objective of this paper is to quantify the achievable 59
rates of the secondary user (SU) without inflicting any rate loss 60
upon the PU. This requires us to consider the PU–SU system 61
from an information-theoretic perspective. In contrast to the 62
traditional interference limitation or transmit power limitation 63
constraints imposed on the SU in [5], [7], [8], [12], and [13], 64
we impose a rate constraint on the SU. This constrained rate 65
would be the maximum rate that the SU is capable of achieving 66
without affecting the PU’s transmission rate, namely the rate at 67
which the PU is capable of reliably transmitting in the single- 68
user point-to-point scenario. Indeed, a rate constraint has been 69
imposed on the SU also in some of previous contributions 70
[15], [16]; however, the aim in those prior contributions was 71
to maximize the SU’s rate over the different possible beam- 72
forming vectors, whereas the interference imposed both on 73
the SU and PU was assumed additive noise. The information- 74
theoretic literature routinely exploits that when the interference 75
level is high, it can be readily canceled. Hence, in this CR 76
scenario, this assumption would imply that both the PU and 77
the SU succeed in partially canceling the interference and 78
thereby become capable of increasing their individual rates. 79
This line of thought was adapted for example in [6], albeit 80
the authors’ aim was to quantify the penalty that had to be 81
tolerated by the PU when subjected to the interference im- 82
posed by the SU. In other contributions [9]–[11], [17], an 83
interference temperature constraint was imposed, which led to 84
a more meaningful outage constraint that had to be satisfied 85
by the PU. 86
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The proposed rate limitation differs from the existing inter-87
ference temperature and outage constraint model in terms of the88
following five aspects.89
90
• The rate limitation observed by the SU allows the PU to91
communicate at the full rate of the point-to-point scenario,92
which is not possible when an interference constraint is93
imposed, as explicitly noted in [6].94
• The rate limitation approach relies on the idealized sim-95
plifying assumption of using perfect capacity-achieving96
coding techniques at both the SU and the PU, which97
allows us to detect, decode, and subtract the interference98
at both the SU and PU. By contrast, in the case of the99
interference-limited approach, this interference removal100
is not exploited since the interference is treated as noise101
[5], [8]; hence, the advantages of the aforementioned so-102
phisticated coding techniques cannot be readily exploited103
for interference cancelation. However, in contrast to the104
overlay CR concept [14], [18] no causal or noncausal105
message of the PU is available at the SU.106
• It will be shown that this approach allows for the SU rate107
to vary according to the average interference levels, even108
when the channel information is unknown at the trans-109
mitter. By contrast this is not possible in the interference-110
temperature-based model, which treats both the PU and111
SU channels as an additive white Gaussian noise channel112
and treats the interference as additional noise.113
• By contrast, our approach of limiting the rate allows us114
to evaluate the simultaneously achievable rates of the PU115
and SU. In contrast to most existing contributions on116
underlay-based CR, which do not consider the effect of117
any ongoing PU transmission at the SU receiver [13],118
[19], we are able to do so. This is also another beneficial119
feature of our solution.120
• In contrast to the outage constraint, the PU always main-121
tains a reliable ergodic achievable rate in the context of122
the rate-limited model.123
To quantify the achievable rates of the SU, the Han–Kobayshi124
achievable rate region [20], [21] is invoked. This rate region125
was derived for a scenario having fixed channel coefficients,126
which is also in line with the capacity estimates of [22], [23].127
Moreover, in all the regimes where either the capacity [26], [27]128
or the sum capacity is known [28], this achievable rate region129
turns out to be tight. For the fading scenario, the optimality130
of many of the results remains an open challenge to prove131
analytically. However, the results in [29] and [30] indicate that132
the Han–Kobayashi region extended to the fading case may be133
approximately optimal in various scenarios.134
In light of these discussions, the major contributions of this135
paper are as follows.136
137
• The achievable rates are determined for the SU without138
inflicting any rate loss upon the PU.139
• It is shown that, in the specific scenarios, when the140
interference imposed by the PU on the SU is ergodically141
strong, regardless of the level of interference inflicted by142
the SU on the PU, then it is optimal to detect, demodulate,143
and cancel the interference imposed by the SU on the PU. 144
By contrast, in the opposite scenario, it is better to treat 145
this interference as noise. 146
• It is also shown that the achievable rate of the SU is 147
an increasing function of the interference imposed by 148
the SU on the PU, when the level of this interference is 149
ergodically weak1 and that the SU rate is independent of 150
the level of interference imposed by the PU on the SU. 151
If, however, the level of interference imposed by the SU 152
on the PU is ergodically strong, the achievable rate of 153
the SU is shown to be a decreasing function of the level 154
of interference imposed by the PU on the SU, provided 155
that the PU interference is ergodically weak. The opposite 156
trend prevails if this interference is ergodically strong. 157
• Analysis for the case when there is error in the chan- 158
nel state estimation process is also studied. It is shown 159
that the conditions under which it is optimal to detect, 160
demodulate, and cancel the interference imposed by the 161
SU on the PU in the case with error in estimation is the 162
same as when there is no error. The only difference that 163
arises is in the structure of the achievable rates in certain 164
regimes (described in detail later) and in the effective 165
noise variances at the PU and the SU receiver that appear 166
in the expressions of the achievable rates. 167
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the 168
system model and introduces the problem followed by our main 169
results presented in Section III. In Section IV, the analysis of 170
the derived results sheds light on their nature. In Section V 171
analyzes the achievable rate when there is error in channel state 172
information. Finally, we conclude in Section V. 173
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 174
Let us consider an underlay CR system, where the PU is 175
transmitting at random instants, where p is the probability that 176
the PU is silent. The SU transmits at a low rate, so that the 177
PU and SU can communicate simultaneously without the PU 178
having to reduce its transmission rate. 179
The channel is shown in Fig. 1, which is modeled as follows: 180
Yp = HppSpXp +HspXs + Zp (1)
Ys = HpsSpXp +HssXs + Zp (2)
where Yp and Ys are the outputs at the PU and the SU re- 181
ceivers, respectively, in response to the inputs Xp at the PU 182
and Xs at the SU. The power constraints of the PU and SU 183
on their transmit rate are E[|Xp|2] ≤ Pp and E[|Xps2] ≤ Ps. 184
The random variable (RV) Sp = {0, 1} indicates whether the 185
PU transmission is ON or OFF, with Sp = 1 indicating that the 186
transmission is ON. Hence, we have Pr[Sp = 1] = 1 − p. 187
The value of Sp is not known at the SU transmitter and receiver. 188
The instantaneous channel coefficient of the PU-to-PU link is 189
1Ergodically weak interference is said to be imposed by the SU on the PU
if the average value of this interfering link is below unity. By contrast, the
interference is deemed to be ergodically strong if it is higher than unity. A
precise definition is provided in the system model.
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Fig. 1. Underlay channel scenario. Here, E[‖Hpp‖2] = 1, E[|Hss|2] = 1,
E[|Hsp|2] = b2, and E[|Hps|2] = a2. The noise Zp ∼ N (0, 1), and Zs ∼
N (0, 1). The input E[|Xp|2] = Pp, and E[|Xs|2] = Ps.
denoted by the RV Hpp, that of the SU-to-SU link by Hss,190
that of the interfering PU-to-SU link by Hps, and that of the191
interfering SU-to-PU link by Hsp. All these value are complex.192
We assume that all the instantaneous channel coefficients are193
known at the PU and SU receivers and the distribution of194
these are known at the PU and SU transmitter in conjunc-195
tion with E[|Hpp|2] = 1, E[|Hss|2] = 1, E[|Hsp|2] = b2, and196
E[|Hps|2] = a2. The noise is denoted by the RVs Zp and Zs,197
which are zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian RVs. Both the198
fading and the noise RVs are assumed to be independent and199
identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time.200
We state that the PU’s receiver faces ergodically strong201
interference from the SU if b > 1, whereas it faces ergodically202
weak interference if b ≤ 1. Similarly, the SU receiver faces203
ergodically strong interference from the PU if a > 1, and it204
faces ergodically weak interference if a ≤ 1.205
The question that we ask now is as follows: What rates can206
be achieved for the SU subject to the fact that the PU rate is207
the same as that in the point-to-point single-link case, when no208
interference arrives from the SU? The answer to this is derived209
from the Han–Kobayashi achievable region [20], [21], [23],210
[30] for the twin-user interference channel. The two users of211
the interference channel in our case are the PU and the SU.212
The scheme proposed by Han and Kobayashi [20], [23] involves213
splitting of the messages of both the PU and SU into two parts,214
namely the part which is decoded at both the receivers and the215
other which is only decoded at its respective desired receivers.216
The messages that are decoded at both the receivers are referred217
to as “public” messages, whereas those that are decoded only218
at the respective receiver are termed as the “private” message.219
Accordingly, the PU assigns a fraction α of the power Pp to220
its private message, whereas the SU dedicates a fraction β of221
the power Ps to its private messages. The fractions α and β are222
referred to as rate sharing parameters. For the PU to achieve223
its full single-user transmission rate, the PU should be able to224
perfectly decode the interference; hence, all the SU messages225
should be public messages. This requires that the rate sharing226
parameter at the SU be zero, i.e., β = 0. We now formulate227
the following proposition that quantifies the Han–Kobayashi228
achievable rate region for β = 0. The complete rate region with229
partial side information is given in [30].230
Proposition 1: The Han–Kobayashi achievable rate region of231
a two-user Gaussian fading interference channel is character-232
ized in [30], which is reproduced for β = 0 using the following 233
notation: 234
Rp ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)] (3)
Rs ≤ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(4)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+1
)]
(5)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
)]
(6)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
)]
+ E(|Hps |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(7)
2Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 +|Hpp|2Pp +|Hsp|2Ps
)]
+ E(|Hps |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(8)
Rp + 2Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
)]
+ E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
.
(9)
Let us now provide an interpretation of (3)–(9), where (3) and 235
(4) describe the individually achievable rates of the PU and SU, 236
respectively. This is followed by the three sum-rate constraints 237
(Rp +Rs) in (5)–(7), where the first term in (5) represents 238
the public message of the PU decoded at the PU receiver, 239
whereas the second term represents the private message of the 240
PU and the complete message (public and private both) of the 241
SU decoded at the SU. The sum rate constraint in (6) represents 242
the complete message decoding process of both the PU and the 243
SU at the PU receiver. In (7), the first term represents the private 244
message of the PU and the complete message of the SU decoded 245
at the PU receiver, whereas the second term represents the 246
public message of the PU decoded at the SU receiver. The first 247
term of the constraint in (8) represents the private message of 248
the PU decoded at the PU receiver, the second term represents 249
the complete message of both the PU and the SU decoded at the 250
PU receiver, and the third term represents the public message 251
of the PU decoded at the SU receiver, resulting in a rate of 252
(2Rp +Rs). Finally, in (9) the first term represents the private 253
message decoding process of the PU and the complete message 254
decoding of the SU at the PU receiver, whereas the second term 255
represents the public message decoding process of the PU and 256
the complete message decoding process of the SU at the SU 257
receiver, resulting in the rate of (Rp + 2Rs). All the PU rate 258
constraints Rp arise either because the PU decodes its private 259
message at its receiver and its public message at the SU receiver 260
or because it decodes its complete message at its receiver. 261
However, the SU rate constraint Rs is a consequence of the PU 262
ability to decode the full message of the SU at its receiver. 263
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Our aim is to find what is the maximum achievable SU rate264
Csm subject to the PU rate given in (3) and to find the corre-265
sponding rate sharing parameter at the PU that achieves this.266
The solution is obtained by solving the following proposition.267
Proposition 2: The achievable rate Csm of the SU is given by268
Csm = min
(
r3, max
α∈[0,1]
{min(r1, r2, r4, r5, r6)}
)
where ri, i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, are as given in the following:269
r1 = E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(10)
r2 = E(|Hpp |)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+1
)]
(11)
r3 = E(|Hpp |,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(12)
r4 = E(|Hpp |,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(13)
r5 = E(|Hpp |)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(14)
r6 =
1
2
(
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)])
+
1
2
(
E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+1
)])
.
(15)
Proof: All the rate expressions ri, i = {1, . . . , 6} are ob-270
tained by substituting Rp = E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)] into271
(3)–(8) in the same order and then simplifying the resultant272
expressions. The value of Csm is then optimized by maximizing273
it over all possible values of α ∈ [0, 1]. 274
Note that the interpretations of (10)–(15) remain similar to275
those mentioned earlier regarding (3)–(8).276
The achievable rate of our underlay CR system then becomes277
Rp ≤ (1 − p)E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)] (16)
Rs ≤ Csm. (17)
The term (1 − p) in the PU rate is a result of the fact that278
the PU is not always active. However, if the PU were to be279
always active, i.e., if p = 0, then the rate of the PU would280
be Rp ≤ E(|Hpp |)[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)]. This would not affect281
the SU rate since the basic premise of underlay CR is the282
assumption of having no spectrum sensing at the SU transmitter283
and hence being unaware of the PU presence. In our system284
model, this situation is taken into account by assuming that the 285
SU transmitter and receiver are unaware of Sp. 286
In the following, we discuss and characterize our main results 287
in more detail. 288
III. MAIN RESULTS 289
Our main result is essentially derived from the Han–Kobayshi 290
achievable rate region [20], [21], which is known to be tight in 291
all those interference regimes where the capacity is known. 292
As noted earlier, a necessary condition for operating at the 293
full single-user rate for the PU is that the rate sharing parameter 294
at the SU is chosen to be β = 0, i.e., the SU has to assign all of 295
its power for the public message that can be perfectly decoded, 296
demodulated, and canceled out not only at the SU receiver but 297
also at the PU receiver. We will now demonstrate that the rate 298
sharing parameter α of the PU also has a simple structure. 299
Theorem 1: If a ≤ 1, then it is optimal to select α = 1, 300
whereas if a > 1, then it is optimal to select α = 0. 301
Proof: See Appendix B.  302
It is thus clear that the value of β is zero (as dictated by the 303
requirement of achieving the full rate for the PU) and that of 304
α is unity if the interference imposed by the PU on the SU is 305
ergodically weak (i.e., a ≤ 1), and it is zero if the interference is 306
ergodically strong (a > 1). This implies that if the interference 307
at the SU is weak, then treating the interference as noise is 308
best; hence, the interference is not canceled. However, when 309
the interference at the SU is strong, the interference is perfectly 310
canceled out. An important point to note is that the result does 311
not have any generic structure for α, such as α = α∗, where 312
α∗ ∈ (0, 1) represents the optimal rate sharing parameter at 313
the PU that maximizes the SU rate. This implies that partial 314
cancelation of the interference is not optimal in any case. In 315
the following, we quantify the achievable rates associated with 316
α = 0 or 1 and β = 0. 317
Theorem 2: The achievable rate of the SU, which is sub- 318
ject to the condition that the required rate of the PU of 319
E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)] is met, is given by 320
Rs ≤ Csm (18)
where Csm is formulated as follows: 321
Csm =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1, Cs2), if a ≤ 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1, Cs3, Cs4), if a > 1 and b > 1
Cs1, if b ≤ 1
where, we have 322
Cs1 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(19)
Cs2 = E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hss|2Ps
1 + |Hps|2Pp
)]
(20)
Cs3 = E(|Hss |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|2Ps
)] (21)
Cs4 = E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
.
(22)
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TABLE I
SU ACHIEVABLE RATE IN UNDERLAY CR FOR THE DIFFERENT REGIMES OF AVERAGE INTERFERENCE LEVELS
Proof: See Appendix C. 323
IV. DISCUSSIONS324
To quantify the SU rate associated with various parameters,325
we structure our analysis based on the value of average inter-326
ference coefficients in Table I as follows:327
328
• The interference at the PU is ergodically weak, i.e., we329
have b ≤ 1. We refer to this as Regime I in Table I.330
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that331
at the SU is ergodically very weak, i.e., we have b > 1332
and a ≤ a1, where for a given b, a1 is that specific value333
of a, where Cs1 = Cs2. We refer to this as Regime II334
in Table I.335
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that336
at the SU is ergodically weak, i.e., we have b > 1 and337
a1 < a ≤ 1. We refer to this as Regime III in Table I.338
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that at339
the SU is also ergodically strong, i.e., we have b > 1 and340
1 < a ≤ a2, where for a given b, a2 is that specific value341
of a, where Cs1 = Cs4. We refer to this as Regime IV342
in Table I.343
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong, and that344
at the SU is ergodically moderately strong, i.e., we have345
b > 1 and a2 < a ≤ a3, where for a given b, a3 is that346
specific value of a, where Cs4 = Cs3. We refer to this as347
Regime V in Table I.348
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong, and that349
at the SU is ergodically very strong, i.e., b>1 and a>a3.350
We refer to this as Regime VI in Table I.351
We now analyze the behavior of the achievable rate in each 352
regime. The achievable rate Csm of the SU obeys the following 353
trend: 354
355
1) Regime I of Table I: For b≤1, the value ofCsm is increas- 356
ing with b, and it is constant for a given a. We have shown 357
mathematically as to why Cs1 holds in this regime. From 358
a conceptual perspective, we try to understand this by di- 359
viding this regime into two parts: 1) a ≤ 1, and 2) a > 1. 360
Since the interference is ergodically weak for a < 1, 361
we imagine a compound channel [23] from the SU’s 362
perspective. Both the PU and the SU receivers want to 363
recover the SU message and hence treat the PU message 364
as noise. Since we have a ≤ 1 and b ≤ 1, the SU–PU link 365
is more noisy than the SU–SU link; hence, the SU–PU 366
link determines the achievable rate. On the other hand, 367
for a > 1 imagine a pair of multiple access channels, 368
namely MAC1 comprised of the PU–SU and SU–SU 369
links, and MAC2 comprised of the PU–PU and SU–SU 370
links. Fig. 2(a) shows the capacity region for these MACs. 371
It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that the capacity region of MAC2 372
is completely contained within that of MAC1 if a > 1 and 373
b ≤ 1. Hence, again, Cs1 is a corner point of the MAC1 374
capacity region where PU achieves its full rate. Hence, for 375
b ≤ 1, Csm is a monotonically increasing function of b. 376
2) Regime II of Table I: Based on the compound channel ex- 377
planation above for b > 1 and a ≤ a1 < 1, the weak link 378
is the SU–PU link; hence, Cs1 is cached. Hence, the PU 379
receiver perfectly decoding the SU message completely 380
by treating its own message as noise is the determining 381
achievable rate. 382
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Fig. 2. Two scenarios are as follows. (a) Scenario for Regime I when a>1;
and (b) scenario for Regime IV. Here, Cpp = E|Hpp|[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)],
Css=E|Hss|[log(1+|Hss|2Ps)],Csp=E|Hsp|[log(1+|Hsp|2Ps)],Cpp =
E|Hps|[log(1+ |Hps|2Pp)], Csum1 = E|Hpp|,|Hsp|[log(1+ |Hpp|2Pp) +
|Hsp|2Ps], and Csum2 = E|Hss|,|Hps|[log(1 + |Hps|2Pp) + |Hss|2Ps].
3) Regime III of Table I: For b > 1 and a1 < a ≤ 1, again,383
based on the above compound channel explanation,384
the weak link the is SU–SU link; hence, Cs2 holds.385
Hence, the SU receiver decoding the SU message by386
treating the PU message as noise determines the achiev-387
able rate.388
4) Regime IV of Table I: For b > 1 and 1 < a ≤ a2,389
again, imagine the same two aforementioned MACs.390
Fig. 2(b) shows the capacity region for these two MACs.391
Unlike for the case above, the MAC2 capacity region is392
not completely contained in MAC1, as shown in Fig. 2(b).393
In fact, for this regime, we have to consider the intersec-394
tion of the two MACs. This turns out to be the achievable395
point-to-point rate for both the SU and the PU, which396
constitutes as their individual constraint and the sum397
constraint arising from MAC1 (because 1 < a ≤ a2).398
Hence, the constraintCs4 holds, which is the corner point399
of this region obtained by the specific intersection where400
the PU attains its full rate and the SU gets Cs4.401
5) Regime V of Table I-b > 1 and a2 < a ≤ a3: The same402
discussions as above are valid, with the individual rate403
constraints being the same but with the only difference404
being that the sum rate constraint is now due to MAC2405
and not MAC1 (because a2 < a ≤ a3). Hence, the con-406
straint Cs1 holds, which is the corner point of this region407
obtained by intersection, where the PU attains full rate,408
and the SU gets Cs1.409
6) Regime VI of Table I-b > 1 and a > a3: This regime is 410
ergodically very strong; hence, the sum-rate constraints 411
are not binding. Each channel behaves as if it was inter- 412
ference free. Hence, both the PU and SU both achieve 413
their full single-user rate. 414
A summary of the discussion above about the behavior of 415
achievable rate of SU with various parameters is provided 416
in Table I. 417
Fig. 3 plots the different regimes for an uncorrelated 418
Rayleigh fading channel. For a given SNR at the PU and SU, we 419
plot Csm for different values of a× b ∈ [0.2, 2]× [0.2, 2], as 420
shown in Fig. 3. Observe that the system’s behavior with respect 421
to a and b is as characterized in Table I. The curves recorded 422
for a = a1 and a = a2 are marked on the plot. The curve for 423
a = a3 occurs at very strong interference levels; hence, it is not 424
visible in the selected range of a and b values. The curve a1 425
can be seen to be a monotonically decreasing function of b; this 426
is because when the value of b increases, the values of a for 427
which Cs1 < Cs2 also decreases. Similarly, a2 is an increasing 428
function of b because when the value of b increases the value of 429
a for which we have Cs4 < Cs1 increases. 430
V. ACHIEVABLE RATES UNDER IMPERFECT 431
CHANNEL STATE ESTIMATION 432
Earlier, the idealized simplifying assumption of having per- 433
fect channel knowledge of all the links at all the receivers 434
was assumed. Naturally, in practice, this is not the case. The 435
receivers in practice use m training symbols for estimating the 436
channel. This technique implicitly assumes that the channel’s 437
envelope remains constant not only over the m pilot symbol 438
duration but also during the entire transmission burst to be de- 439
tected. This process is then repeated for all new bursts. Having 440
said this, powerful decision-directed joint iterative channel and 441
data estimators are capable of operating close to the perfect- 442
channel scenario for the desired link, as documented in [24] 443
and [25]. 444
Accordingly,we consider two specific cases, namely: 1) when 445
an estimation error is imposed only on the interfering links; and 446
2) when the estimation error contaminates all the links. The 447
error in the cross links is modeled as follows. Let Hˆps and Hˆsp 448
represent the estimates of Hps and Hsp, namely, that of the link 449
between the PU and the SU and vice versa, respectively. Let 450
furthermore Eps and Esp be the errors associated with a single 451
channel use. Then, by performing maximum likelihood (ML) 452
estimation over a block of m symbol duration and by applying 453
the central limit theorem, we have [31] 454
Hˆps = Hps +
1√
mPp
Eps (23)
Hˆsp = Hsp +
1√
mPs
Esp. (24)
Note that the both Eps and Esp are zero-mean and unit- 455
variance standard Gaussian RVs, i.e., they are distributed as 456
N (0, 1). The error scaled by 1/√mP suggests that performing 457
the estimation over multiple symbol duration and relying on 458
an increased training sequence power reduces the effects of 459
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Fig. 3. Variation of the SU achievable rate Csm as a function of a and b for Pp = 200 and Ps = 100.
estimation error. Thus, the baseband equations that we have are460
the following:461
Yp = HppXp +HspXs + Zpe1 (25)
Ys = HssXs +HpsXp + Zse1 (26)
where Zpe1 ∼ N (0, 1+(1/
√
mPs)) and where Zse1∼N (0,462
1+ (1/
√
mPp)). This suggests that the effect of channel es-463
timation errors simply increases the effective noise. The impact464
of these errors will depend upon the average transmit powers465
of the PU and the SU. Let Np1 = 1 + (1/
√
mPs) and Ns1 =466
1 + (1/
√
mPp).467
Similarly, if there are estimation errors in all the four links,468
then, in addition to (23) and (24), for the direct links, we have469
Hˆpp = Hpp +
1√
mPp
Epp (27)
Hˆss = Hss +
1√
mPs
Ess. (28)
Similar to Eps and Esp, Epp and Ess are also zero-mean and470
unit-variance standard Gaussian RVs, i.e., they are distributed471
as N (0, 1). Thus, the baseband equations that we have are the472
following:473
Yp = HppXp +HspXs + Zpe2 (29)
Ys = HssXs +HpsXp + Zse2 (30)
where Zpe1∼N (0, 1+(1/
√
mPs) + (1/
√
mPp)), and Zse1∼474
N (0, 1+(1/√mPp)+(1/√mPs)). LetNp2=1+(1/√mPs)+475
(1/
√
mPp) and Ns2 = 1 + (1/
√
mPp) + (1/
√
mPs). Thus,476
Ns2 = Np2.477
This increase in noise power requires us to characterize the478
achievable rates described in (3)–(9) in terms of the noise. Let479
Np and Ns be the noise variance at the PU and the SU. To for-480
mulate the achievable rate regions, we replace the unit variance481
of the noise by Np if the rate constraint was due to decoding at482
the PU and by Ns, if the rate constraint was due to decoding at 483
the SU. Then, the achievable region is formulated as 484
Rp ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hpp|2Pp
Np
)]
(31)
Rs ≤ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(32)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 +
α|Hpp|2Pp
Np
)]
+ E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(33)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
(34)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+α|Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
+ E(|Hps |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(35)
2Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|
2Pp
Np
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
+ E(|Hps |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(36)
Rp + 2Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+α|Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
+ E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
.
(37)
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Consequently, the expressions for ri, i = {1, . . . , 6} are as485
follows:486
r1 = E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(38)
r2 = E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
Np + α|Hpp|2Pp
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps |)
[
log
(
Ns+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+Ns
)]
(39)
r3 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np+|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Ns+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(40)
r4 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(41)
r5 = E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
Np + α|Hpp|2Pp
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(42)
r6 =
1
2
(
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np+α|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np+|Hpp|2Pp
)])
+
1
2
(
E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+Ns
)])
.
(43)
Now, since Np2 = Ns2, when there are estimation errors on487
each link then Np = Np2 = Ns = Ns2. Hence, we recover the488
results mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2 with only a small change489
in Theorem 2 as described in the following.490
Theorem 3: The achievable rate of the SU, i.e., subject to the491
condition that the required rate of the PU of E(|Hpp|)[log(1 +492
((|Hpp|2Pp)/Np2))] is met under imperfect channel estimation493
on all four links, is given by494
Rs ≤ Csma (44)
where Csma is formulated as follows:495
Csma =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1a, Cs2a), if a ≤ 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1a, Cs3a, Cs4a), if a > 1 and b > 1
Cs1a, if b ≤ 1
where, we have496
Cs1a= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+
|Hsp|2Ps
Np2+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(45)
Cs2a= E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hss|
2Ps
Ns2+|Hps|2Pp
)]
(46)
Cs3a= E(|Hss|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
Ns2
)]
(47)
Cs4a= E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns2+|Hps|2Pp+|Hss|2Ps
Np2+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
. (48)
Proof: The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 2.497
This is because all the results in Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 and the498
proof for Theorem 1 do not depend upon the ordering or the499
value of Np and Ns. 500
When only the cross links are contaminated by the channel 501
estimation error, then there are two possibilities: Either Np1 ≤ 502
Ns1 or Np1 > Ns1. The condition Np1 ≤ Ns1 translates to 503
Pp ≥ Ps, which can be assumed to be reasonable. In this case, 504
again, the results of Theorems 1 and 2 hold. 505
Theorem 4: The achievable rate of the SU, subject to the 506
condition that the required rate of the PU of E(|Hpp |)[log(1 + 507
((|Hpp|2Pp)/Np2))] is met under imperfect channel estimation 508
only on the interfering links with Pp ≥ Ps, is given by 509
Rs ≤ Csmi (49)
where Csmi is formulated as follows: 510
Csmi =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1i, Cs2i), if a ≤ 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1i, Cs3i, Cs4i), if a > 1 and b > 1
Cs1i, if b ≤ 1
where, we have 511
Cs1i= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hsp|
2Ps
Np1+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(50)
Cs2i= E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1+|Hps|2Pp
)]
(51)
Cs3i= E(|Hss|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1
)]
(52)
Cs4i= E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns1+|Hps|2Pp+|Hss|2Ps
Np1+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
. (53)
Proof: Theproof followsfrom the proof of Theorem 2 and 512
the fact that the conditions r2|α=1 > r3 for a, b ≤ 1, and r2|α=0 513
> r3 for a>1, b≤1 are satisfied only when Np1 ≤ Ns1.  514
For the case when we have Np1 < Ns1, the conditions 515
r2|α=1 > r3 for a, b ≤ 1, and r2|α=0 > r3 for a > 1 and b ≤ 1 516
are not necessarily true. Hence, we have the following result. 517
Theorem 5: The achievable rate of the SU, subject to the 518
condition that the required rate of the PU of E(|Hpp |)[log(1 + 519
((|Hpp|2Pp)/Np2))] is met under having imperfect channel es- 520
timation only for the interfering links with Pp < Ps is given by 521
Rs ≤ Csme (54)
where Csme is formulated as follows: 522
Csme =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1e, Cs2e), if a ≤ 1
min(Cs1e, Cs3e, Cs4e), if a > 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1e, Cs4e), if a > 1 and b ≤ 1
where we have 523
Cs1e = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
Np1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(55)
Cs2e = E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1 + |Hps|2Pp
)]
(56)
Cs3e = E(|Hss |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1
)]
(57)
Cs4e = E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
Np1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
.
(58)
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Proof: The expressions of the achievable rates under524
b ≤ 1 and b > 1 turn out to be the same, which is the mini-525
mum of min(Cs1e, Cs2e). Hence, unlike the previous results in526
Theorems 2–4, the achievable rate for b ≤ 1 does not have the527
same expression, whereas now for a ≤ 1, the characterization528
is the same. 529
Hence, the effect of channel estimation errors does not530
change the optimal structure of the rate sharing parameter531
described in Theorem 1. Moreover, when all the links have532
estimation errors and when only the cross-links have estimation533
error associated with Ps ≥ Pp, then the formulation of the534
achievable rate remains similar to that of the perfect estimation535
scenario, with the only difference being the addition of the gen-536
eral noise variance terms of Np and Ns instead of unity. When537
only the cross-links have an estimation error associated with538
Ps ≥ Pp, then the description of the achievable rate changes in539
the regimes of a ≤ 1, b > 1, and a > 1, b ≤ 1 regimes.540
Note that the extra terms in the variance, i.e., (1/
√
mPp) +541
(1/
√
mPs) that arise are quite small, particularly when the542
value of m is high. However, a high-Doppler fading channel543
will change substantially for a large value of m. Nevertheless,544
if the average transmit power valuesPp andPs are high enough,545
the impact of channel estimation errors can be reduced to546
a small value. By contrast, if the transmit power values are547
insufficiently high and they are combined with a small value548
of m, this might affect the achievable rates significantly.549
VI. CONCLUSION550
In this paper, a new information-theoretic model was con551
ceived for underlay-based CR. By extending the Han–Kobayashi552
achievable rate region to fading interference channels, we deter-553
mined the optimal rate sharing parameters for both the SU and554
the PU that satisfy the relevant constraints and maximize the555
achievable rates. Furthermore, we provided a detailed analysis556
of the binding constraints accompanied by their conceptual557
interpretation. Then, we provided an analysis of the realistic im-558
perfect channel estimation scenario. It was demonstrated that,559
despite having channel estimation errors, the optimal structure560
of the rate sharing parameter remains the same.561
APPENDIX A562
SUPPORTING LEMMAS563
Lemma 1: r1 is a monotonically decreasing function of α for564
all a, whereas r2 and r5 are monotonically decreasing functions565
of α for a > 1 and are monotonically increasing functions of α566
for a ≤ 1.567
Proof: This follows from the fact that the log(1 + x)568
function is a strictly increasing function of x. Hence, for a pair569
of bounded RVs X and Y , if E[X ] > E[Y ] is satisfied, then we570
haveE[log(1 +X)] > E[log(1 + Y )]. A rigorous proof involv-571
ing differentiations can be provided for any of the known fading572
distributions. 573
Lemma 2: From (10)–(15), it is sufficient to consider only574
the three rate constraints r2, r3, and r5 for a < 1 and four rate575
constraints r1, r2, r3, and r5 for a > 1.576
Proof: We have to show that the constraint of r1 for a < 1 577
is redundant, whereas the constraints of r4 and r6 are always 578
redundant. 579
For r1, we show that, if we have a < 1, then r1 ≥ r2. 580
From Lemma 1, if a < 1, then r2 is a monotonically increas- 581
ing function of α, whereas r1 is always a monotonically de- 582
creasing function of α. Furthermore, we have r1|α=1 = r2|α=1. 583
Hence, for a < 1, r1 ≥ r2 is satisfied. 584
For r4, we show that r4 ≥ r5 is valid for all a since we have 585
r4 − r5 = E(|Hpp |,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
− E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
= E(|Hpp |,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
− E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
≥ 0. (59)
Thus, r4 ≥ r5 is satisfied. 586
For r6, we show that r6 ≥ min(r2, r3) is satisfied for all a. 587
Observing that 588
r6 − r22 =
1
2
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+α|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
1+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
− E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(60)
or r6 =
r2
2
+
1
2
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
×
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(61)
=
r2
2
+
1
2
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(62)
≥ r2
2
+
r3
2
=
r2 + r3
2
≥ min (r2, r3). (63)
Lemma 2 is proven.  589
APPENDIX B 590
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 591
From Lemma 2, we established that, for a<1, only the rate 592
constraints r2, r3, and r5 are binding. Hence, we have 593
Csm = min
(
r3, max
α∈[0,1]
{min(r2, r5, )}
)
. (64)
From Lemma 1, we note that functions r2 and r5 are monoton- 594
ically increasing functions of α if a ≤ 1. Hence, we have 595
arg max
α∈[0,1]
{min(r2, r5, )} = 1.
Since r3 is independent of α, if the constraint r3 is binding, we 596
can select α = 1 as the default value. Hence, α = 1 is optimal 597
for a ≤ 1. 598
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Following the same line of argument, we can establish that599
α = 0 is optimal for a > 1. 600
APPENDIX C601
PROOF OF THEOREM 2602
For the condition of a > 1 and b > 1, the value of Csm is ob-603
tained by selecting the minimum of r1, r2, r3 and r5 evaluated604
at α = 0. It can be shown that r5|α=0 > r3 for a > 1. Hence,605
for a > 1 and b > 1, we have Csm = min(r1|α=0, r2|α=0, r3).606
For the condition of a ≤ 1 and b > 1, the value of Csm is607
obtained by taking the minimum of r2, r3 and r5 evaluated at608
α = 1. Since, we have r5|α=1 = r3, hence, for a ≤ 1 and b >609
1, we arrive at Csm = min(r2|α=1, r3).610
For the condition of b ≤ 1 and a ≤ 1, r2|α=1 ≥ r3 holds.611
Hence, Csm = r3.612
For the condition of b ≤ 1 and a > 1, r1|α=0 > r3 hold. The613
only fact that remains to be shown is that r2|α=0 > r3. To show614
this, we demonstrate that615
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
)]
< 0.
To show this, we observe that616
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|,|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
)]
≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|,|Hss|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
)]
(65)
= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|,|Hss|)
⎡
⎣log
⎛
⎝1 +
|Hsp|2Ps
1+|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hss |
2Ps
1+|Hpp|2Pp
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ (66)
≤ 0. (67)
617
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Abstract—A new information-theoretic model is proposed for5
underlay-based cognitive radio (CR), which imposes rate limita-6
tion on the secondary user (SU), whereas the traditional systems7
impose either interference or transmit power limitations. The8
channel is modeled as a twin-user interference channel constituted9
by the primary user (PU) and the SU. The achievable rate of the10
SU is derived based on the inner bound formulated by Han and11
Kobayashi, where the PU achieves the maximum attainable rate of12
the single-user point-to-point link. We show that it is necessary for13
the SU to allocate its full power for the “public” message that can14
be decoded both by the SU and by the PU. We also demonstrate15
that it is optimal for the PU to allocate its full power for the16
“private” message that can only be decoded by the PU if the level of17
interference imposed by the PU on the SU is “ergodically strong.”18
Similarly, it is optimal for the PU to allocate its full power for19
the public message that can be decoded both by the SU and PU if20
this interference is “ergodically weak.” These findings suggest that21
this power allocation is independent of the level of interference22
imposed by the SU on the PU. Furthermore, the achievable rate23
is analyzed as a function of the average level of interference. An24
interesting observation is that if the level of interference imposed25
by the SU on the PU is “ergodically weak,” the achievable rate26
becomes a monotonically increasing function of this interference,27
and it is independent of the level of interference imposed by the28
PU on the SU. Furthermore, we analyze the realistic imperfect29
channel estimation scenario and demonstrate that the channel30
estimation errors will not affect the optimal nature of the SU’s31
power allocation.32
Index Terms—Cognitive radio (CR), interference limitation,33
rate limitation, underlay.34
I. INTRODUCTION35
36 THE conventional fixed spectrum allocation policy of wire-7 less transmissions has led to much of the spectrum being38
underutilized, whereas some bands are becoming overcrowded39
due to the avalanche-like proliferation of wireless devices [1].40
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Cognitive radio (CR)-based spectrum sharing is seen as a pos- 41
sible solution to the problem of inefficient spectrum utilization 42
[2]–[4]. There are various notions of spectrum sharing. One of 43
the most popular versions is the underlay-based spectrum shar- 44
ing [5]–[14]. In underlay, the basic cognition is associated with 45
near-instantaneously estimating the interfering link’s gain at the 46
receivers but, in the advanced scenario, interfering link’s gain 47
at the transmitters is also included. Moreover, the traditional AQ148
approach of underlay-based CR introduces a new parameter 49
for characterizing the interference temperature defined in [3], 50
which limits the aggregate interference that the CRs may inflict 51
upon the primary user (PU), so that the PU still achieves 52
data rates that satisfy its quality-of-service requirement. This 53
interference temperature limit can either be imposed as a peak 54
interference constraint or as an average interference constraint. 55
These constraints directly translate to the corresponding peak 56
transmit power or average transmit power constraints to be 57
assigned at the transmitters. 58
The objective of this paper is to quantify the achievable 59
rates of the secondary user (SU) without inflicting any rate loss 60
upon the PU. This requires us to consider the PU–SU system 61
from an information-theoretic perspective. In contrast to the 62
traditional interference limitation or transmit power limitation 63
constraints imposed on the SU in [5], [7], [8], [12], and [13], 64
we impose a rate constraint on the SU. This constrained rate 65
would be the maximum rate that the SU is capable of achieving 66
without affecting the PU’s transmission rate, namely the rate at 67
which the PU is capable of reliably transmitting in the single- 68
user point-to-point scenario. Indeed, a rate constraint has been 69
imposed on the SU also in some of previous contributions 70
[15], [16]; however, the aim in those prior contributions was 71
to maximize the SU’s rate over the different possible beam- 72
forming vectors, whereas the interference imposed both on 73
the SU and PU was assumed additive noise. The information- 74
theoretic literature routinely exploits that when the interference 75
level is high, it can be readily canceled. Hence, in this CR 76
scenario, this assumption would imply that both the PU and 77
the SU succeed in partially canceling the interference and 78
thereby become capable of increasing their individual rates. 79
This line of thought was adapted for example in [6], albeit 80
the authors’ aim was to quantify the penalty that had to be 81
tolerated by the PU when subjected to the interference im- 82
posed by the SU. In other contributions [9]–[11], [17], an 83
interference temperature constraint was imposed, which led to 84
a more meaningful outage constraint that had to be satisfied 85
by the PU. 86
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The proposed rate limitation differs from the existing inter-87
ference temperature and outage constraint model in terms of the88
following five aspects.89
90
• The rate limitation observed by the SU allows the PU to91
communicate at the full rate of the point-to-point scenario,92
which is not possible when an interference constraint is93
imposed, as explicitly noted in [6].94
• The rate limitation approach relies on the idealized sim-95
plifying assumption of using perfect capacity-achieving96
coding techniques at both the SU and the PU, which97
allows us to detect, decode, and subtract the interference98
at both the SU and PU. By contrast, in the case of the99
interference-limited approach, this interference removal100
is not exploited since the interference is treated as noise101
[5], [8]; hence, the advantages of the aforementioned so-102
phisticated coding techniques cannot be readily exploited103
for interference cancelation. However, in contrast to the104
overlay CR concept [14], [18] no causal or noncausal105
message of the PU is available at the SU.106
• It will be shown that this approach allows for the SU rate107
to vary according to the average interference levels, even108
when the channel information is unknown at the trans-109
mitter. By contrast this is not possible in the interference-110
temperature-based model, which treats both the PU and111
SU channels as an additive white Gaussian noise channel112
and treats the interference as additional noise.113
• By contrast, our approach of limiting the rate allows us114
to evaluate the simultaneously achievable rates of the PU115
and SU. In contrast to most existing contributions on116
underlay-based CR, which do not consider the effect of117
any ongoing PU transmission at the SU receiver [13],118
[19], we are able to do so. This is also another beneficial119
feature of our solution.120
• In contrast to the outage constraint, the PU always main-121
tains a reliable ergodic achievable rate in the context of122
the rate-limited model.123
To quantify the achievable rates of the SU, the Han–Kobayshi124
achievable rate region [20], [21] is invoked. This rate region125
was derived for a scenario having fixed channel coefficients,126
which is also in line with the capacity estimates of [22], [23].127
Moreover, in all the regimes where either the capacity [26], [27]128
or the sum capacity is known [28], this achievable rate region129
turns out to be tight. For the fading scenario, the optimality130
of many of the results remains an open challenge to prove131
analytically. However, the results in [29] and [30] indicate that132
the Han–Kobayashi region extended to the fading case may be133
approximately optimal in various scenarios.134
In light of these discussions, the major contributions of this135
paper are as follows.136
137
• The achievable rates are determined for the SU without138
inflicting any rate loss upon the PU.139
• It is shown that, in the specific scenarios, when the140
interference imposed by the PU on the SU is ergodically141
strong, regardless of the level of interference inflicted by142
the SU on the PU, then it is optimal to detect, demodulate,143
and cancel the interference imposed by the SU on the PU. 144
By contrast, in the opposite scenario, it is better to treat 145
this interference as noise. 146
• It is also shown that the achievable rate of the SU is 147
an increasing function of the interference imposed by 148
the SU on the PU, when the level of this interference is 149
ergodically weak1 and that the SU rate is independent of 150
the level of interference imposed by the PU on the SU. 151
If, however, the level of interference imposed by the SU 152
on the PU is ergodically strong, the achievable rate of 153
the SU is shown to be a decreasing function of the level 154
of interference imposed by the PU on the SU, provided 155
that the PU interference is ergodically weak. The opposite 156
trend prevails if this interference is ergodically strong. 157
• Analysis for the case when there is error in the chan- 158
nel state estimation process is also studied. It is shown 159
that the conditions under which it is optimal to detect, 160
demodulate, and cancel the interference imposed by the 161
SU on the PU in the case with error in estimation is the 162
same as when there is no error. The only difference that 163
arises is in the structure of the achievable rates in certain 164
regimes (described in detail later) and in the effective 165
noise variances at the PU and the SU receiver that appear 166
in the expressions of the achievable rates. 167
This paper is structured as follows. Section II describes the 168
system model and introduces the problem followed by our main 169
results presented in Section III. In Section IV, the analysis of 170
the derived results sheds light on their nature. In Section V 171
analyzes the achievable rate when there is error in channel state 172
information. Finally, we conclude in Section V. 173
II. SYSTEM MODEL AND PROBLEM STATEMENT 174
Let us consider an underlay CR system, where the PU is 175
transmitting at random instants, where p is the probability that 176
the PU is silent. The SU transmits at a low rate, so that the 177
PU and SU can communicate simultaneously without the PU 178
having to reduce its transmission rate. 179
The channel is shown in Fig. 1, which is modeled as follows: 180
Yp = HppSpXp +HspXs + Zp (1)
Ys = HpsSpXp +HssXs + Zp (2)
where Yp and Ys are the outputs at the PU and the SU re- 181
ceivers, respectively, in response to the inputs Xp at the PU 182
and Xs at the SU. The power constraints of the PU and SU 183
on their transmit rate are E[|Xp|2] ≤ Pp and E[|Xps2] ≤ Ps. 184
The random variable (RV) Sp = {0, 1} indicates whether the 185
PU transmission is ON or OFF, with Sp = 1 indicating that the 186
transmission is ON. Hence, we have Pr[Sp = 1] = 1 − p. 187
The value of Sp is not known at the SU transmitter and receiver. 188
The instantaneous channel coefficient of the PU-to-PU link is 189
1Ergodically weak interference is said to be imposed by the SU on the PU
if the average value of this interfering link is below unity. By contrast, the
interference is deemed to be ergodically strong if it is higher than unity. A
precise definition is provided in the system model.
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Fig. 1. Underlay channel scenario. Here, E[‖Hpp‖2] = 1, E[|Hss|2] = 1,
E[|Hsp|2] = b2, and E[|Hps|2] = a2. The noise Zp ∼ N (0, 1), and Zs ∼
N (0, 1). The input E[|Xp|2] = Pp, and E[|Xs|2] = Ps.
denoted by the RV Hpp, that of the SU-to-SU link by Hss,190
that of the interfering PU-to-SU link by Hps, and that of the191
interfering SU-to-PU link by Hsp. All these value are complex.192
We assume that all the instantaneous channel coefficients are193
known at the PU and SU receivers and the distribution of194
these are known at the PU and SU transmitter in conjunc-195
tion with E[|Hpp|2] = 1, E[|Hss|2] = 1, E[|Hsp|2] = b2, and196
E[|Hps|2] = a2. The noise is denoted by the RVs Zp and Zs,197
which are zero-mean unit-variance Gaussian RVs. Both the198
fading and the noise RVs are assumed to be independent and199
identically distributed (i.i.d.) over time.200
We state that the PU’s receiver faces ergodically strong201
interference from the SU if b > 1, whereas it faces ergodically202
weak interference if b ≤ 1. Similarly, the SU receiver faces203
ergodically strong interference from the PU if a > 1, and it204
faces ergodically weak interference if a ≤ 1.205
The question that we ask now is as follows: What rates can206
be achieved for the SU subject to the fact that the PU rate is207
the same as that in the point-to-point single-link case, when no208
interference arrives from the SU? The answer to this is derived209
from the Han–Kobayashi achievable region [20], [21], [23],210
[30] for the twin-user interference channel. The two users of211
the interference channel in our case are the PU and the SU.212
The scheme proposed by Han and Kobayashi [20], [23] involves213
splitting of the messages of both the PU and SU into two parts,214
namely the part which is decoded at both the receivers and the215
other which is only decoded at its respective desired receivers.216
The messages that are decoded at both the receivers are referred217
to as “public” messages, whereas those that are decoded only218
at the respective receiver are termed as the “private” message.219
Accordingly, the PU assigns a fraction α of the power Pp to220
its private message, whereas the SU dedicates a fraction β of221
the power Ps to its private messages. The fractions α and β are222
referred to as rate sharing parameters. For the PU to achieve223
its full single-user transmission rate, the PU should be able to224
perfectly decode the interference; hence, all the SU messages225
should be public messages. This requires that the rate sharing226
parameter at the SU be zero, i.e., β = 0. We now formulate227
the following proposition that quantifies the Han–Kobayashi228
achievable rate region for β = 0. The complete rate region with229
partial side information is given in [30].230
Proposition 1: The Han–Kobayashi achievable rate region of231
a two-user Gaussian fading interference channel is character-232
ized in [30], which is reproduced for β = 0 using the following 233
notation: 234
Rp ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)] (3)
Rs ≤ E(|Hss|,|Hps |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(4)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+1
)]
(5)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
)]
(6)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(7)
2Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 +|Hpp|2Pp +|Hsp|2Ps
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(8)
Rp + 2Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
.
(9)
Let us now provide an interpretation of (3)–(9), where (3) and 235
(4) describe the individually achievable rates of the PU and SU, 236
respectively. This is followed by the three sum-rate constraints 237
(Rp +Rs) in (5)–(7), where the first term in (5) represents 238
the public message of the PU decoded at the PU receiver, 239
whereas the second term represents the private message of the 240
PU and the complete message (public and private both) of the 241
SU decoded at the SU. The sum rate constraint in (6) represents 242
the complete message decoding process of both the PU and the 243
SU at the PU receiver. In (7), the first term represents the private 244
message of the PU and the complete message of the SU decoded 245
at the PU receiver, whereas the second term represents the 246
public message of the PU decoded at the SU receiver. The first 247
term of the constraint in (8) represents the private message of 248
the PU decoded at the PU receiver, the second term represents 249
the complete message of both the PU and the SU decoded at the 250
PU receiver, and the third term represents the public message 251
of the PU decoded at the SU receiver, resulting in a rate of 252
(2Rp +Rs). Finally, in (9) the first term represents the private 253
message decoding process of the PU and the complete message 254
decoding of the SU at the PU receiver, whereas the second term 255
represents the public message decoding process of the PU and 256
the complete message decoding process of the SU at the SU 257
receiver, resulting in the rate of (Rp + 2Rs). All the PU rate 258
constraints Rp arise either because the PU decodes its private 259
message at its receiver and its public message at the SU receiver 260
or because it decodes its complete message at its receiver. 261
However, the SU rate constraint Rs is a consequence of the PU 262
ability to decode the full message of the SU at its receiver. 263
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Our aim is to find what is the maximum achievable SU rate264
Csm subject to the PU rate given in (3) and to find the corre-265
sponding rate sharing parameter at the PU that achieves this.266
The solution is obtained by solving the following proposition.267
Proposition 2: The achievable rate Csm of the SU is given by268
Csm = min
(
r3, max
α∈[0,1]
{min(r1, r2, r4, r5, r6)}
)
where ri, i = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, are as given in the following:269
r1 = E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hss|2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(10)
r2 = E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+1
)]
(11)
r3 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(12)
r4 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(13)
r5 = E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp + 1
)]
(14)
r6 =
1
2
(
E(|Hpp |,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)])
+
1
2
(
E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+1
)])
.
(15)
Proof: All the rate expressions ri, i = {1, . . . , 6} are ob-270
tained by substituting Rp = E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)] into271
(3)–(8) in the same order and then simplifying the resultant272
expressions. The value ofCsm is then optimized by maximizing273
it over all possible values of α ∈ [0, 1]. 274
Note that the interpretations of (10)–(15) remain similar to275
those mentioned earlier regarding (3)–(8).276
The achievable rate of our underlay CR system then becomes277
Rp ≤ (1 − p)E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)] (16)
Rs ≤ Csm. (17)
The term (1 − p) in the PU rate is a result of the fact that278
the PU is not always active. However, if the PU were to be279
always active, i.e., if p = 0, then the rate of the PU would280
be Rp ≤ E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)]. This would not affect281
the SU rate since the basic premise of underlay CR is the282
assumption of having no spectrum sensing at the SU transmitter283
and hence being unaware of the PU presence. In our system284
model, this situation is taken into account by assuming that the 285
SU transmitter and receiver are unaware of Sp. 286
In the following, we discuss and characterize our main results 287
in more detail. 288
III. MAIN RESULTS 289
Our main result is essentially derived from the Han–Kobayshi 290
achievable rate region [20], [21], which is known to be tight in 291
all those interference regimes where the capacity is known. 292
As noted earlier, a necessary condition for operating at the 293
full single-user rate for the PU is that the rate sharing parameter 294
at the SU is chosen to be β = 0, i.e., the SU has to assign all of 295
its power for the public message that can be perfectly decoded, 296
demodulated, and canceled out not only at the SU receiver but 297
also at the PU receiver. We will now demonstrate that the rate 298
sharing parameter α of the PU also has a simple structure. 299
Theorem 1: If a ≤ 1, then it is optimal to select α = 1, 300
whereas if a > 1, then it is optimal to select α = 0. 301
Proof: See Appendix B.  302
It is thus clear that the value of β is zero (as dictated by the 303
requirement of achieving the full rate for the PU) and that of 304
α is unity if the interference imposed by the PU on the SU is 305
ergodically weak (i.e., a ≤ 1), and it is zero if the interference is 306
ergodically strong (a > 1). This implies that if the interference 307
at the SU is weak, then treating the interference as noise is 308
best; hence, the interference is not canceled. However, when 309
the interference at the SU is strong, the interference is perfectly 310
canceled out. An important point to note is that the result does 311
not have any generic structure for α, such as α = α∗, where 312
α∗ ∈ (0, 1) represents the optimal rate sharing parameter at 313
the PU that maximizes the SU rate. This implies that partial 314
cancelation of the interference is not optimal in any case. In 315
the following, we quantify the achievable rates associated with 316
α = 0 or 1 and β = 0. 317
Theorem 2: The achievable rate of the SU, which is sub- 318
ject to the condition that the required rate of the PU of 319
E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)] is met, is given by 320
Rs ≤ Csm (18)
where Csm is formulated as follows: 321
Csm =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1, Cs2), if a ≤ 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1, Cs3, Cs4), if a > 1 and b > 1
Cs1, if b ≤ 1
where, we have 322
Cs1 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(19)
Cs2 = E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
1 + |Hps|2Pp
)]
(20)
Cs3 = E(|Hss|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|2Ps
)] (21)
Cs4 = E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
.
(22)
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TABLE I
SU ACHIEVABLE RATE IN UNDERLAY CR FOR THE DIFFERENT REGIMES OF AVERAGE INTERFERENCE LEVELS
Proof: See Appendix C. 323
IV. DISCUSSIONS324
To quantify the SU rate associated with various parameters,325
we structure our analysis based on the value of average inter-326
ference coefficients in Table I as follows:327
328
• The interference at the PU is ergodically weak, i.e., we329
have b ≤ 1. We refer to this as Regime I in Table I.330
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that331
at the SU is ergodically very weak, i.e., we have b > 1332
and a ≤ a1, where for a given b, a1 is that specific value333
of a, where Cs1 = Cs2. We refer to this as Regime II334
in Table I.335
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that336
at the SU is ergodically weak, i.e., we have b > 1 and337
a1 < a ≤ 1. We refer to this as Regime III in Table I.338
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong and that at339
the SU is also ergodically strong, i.e., we have b > 1 and340
1 < a ≤ a2, where for a given b, a2 is that specific value341
of a, where Cs1 = Cs4. We refer to this as Regime IV342
in Table I.343
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong, and that344
at the SU is ergodically moderately strong, i.e., we have345
b > 1 and a2 < a ≤ a3, where for a given b, a3 is that346
specific value of a, where Cs4 = Cs3. We refer to this as347
Regime V in Table I.348
• The interference at the PU is ergodically strong, and that349
at the SU is ergodically very strong, i.e., b>1 and a>a3.350
We refer to this as Regime VI in Table I.351
We now analyze the behavior of the achievable rate in each 352
regime. The achievable rate Csm of the SU obeys the following 353
trend: 354
355
1) Regime I of Table I: For b≤1, the value ofCsm is increas- 356
ing with b, and it is constant for a given a. We have shown 357
mathematically as to why Cs1 holds in this regime. From 358
a conceptual perspective, we try to understand this by di- 359
viding this regime into two parts: 1) a ≤ 1, and 2) a > 1. 360
Since the interference is ergodically weak for a < 1, 361
we imagine a compound channel [23] from the SU’s 362
perspective. Both the PU and the SU receivers want to 363
recover the SU message and hence treat the PU message 364
as noise. Since we have a ≤ 1 and b ≤ 1, the SU–PU link 365
is more noisy than the SU–SU link; hence, the SU–PU 366
link determines the achievable rate. On the other hand, 367
for a > 1 imagine a pair of multiple access channels, 368
namely MAC1 comprised of the PU–SU and SU–SU 369
links, and MAC2 comprised of the PU–PU and SU–SU 370
links. Fig. 2(a) shows the capacity region for these MACs. 371
It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that the capacity region of MAC2 372
is completely contained within that of MAC1 if a > 1 and 373
b ≤ 1. Hence, again, Cs1 is a corner point of the MAC1 374
capacity region where PU achieves its full rate. Hence, for 375
b ≤ 1, Csm is a monotonically increasing function of b. 376
2) Regime II of Table I: Based on the compound channel ex- 377
planation above for b > 1 and a ≤ a1 < 1, the weak link 378
is the SU–PU link; hence, Cs1 is cached. Hence, the PU 379
receiver perfectly decoding the SU message completely 380
by treating its own message as noise is the determining 381
achievable rate. 382
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Fig. 2. Two scenarios are as follows. (a) Scenario for Regime I when a>1;
and (b) scenario for Regime IV. Here, Cpp = E|Hpp|[log(1 + |Hpp|2Pp)],
Css=E|Hss|[log(1+|Hss|2Ps)],Csp=E|Hsp|[log(1+|Hsp|2Ps)],Cpp =
E|Hps|[log(1+ |Hps|2Pp)], Csum1 = E|Hpp|,|Hsp|[log(1+ |Hpp|2Pp) +
|Hsp|2Ps], and Csum2 = E|Hss|,|Hps|[log(1 + |Hps|2Pp) + |Hss|2Ps].
3) Regime III of Table I: For b > 1 and a1 < a ≤ 1, again,383
based on the above compound channel explanation,384
the weak link the is SU–SU link; hence, Cs2 holds.385
Hence, the SU receiver decoding the SU message by386
treating the PU message as noise determines the achiev-387
able rate.388
4) Regime IV of Table I: For b > 1 and 1 < a ≤ a2,389
again, imagine the same two aforementioned MACs.390
Fig. 2(b) shows the capacity region for these two MACs.391
Unlike for the case above, the MAC2 capacity region is392
not completely contained in MAC1, as shown in Fig. 2(b).393
In fact, for this regime, we have to consider the intersec-394
tion of the two MACs. This turns out to be the achievable395
point-to-point rate for both the SU and the PU, which396
constitutes as their individual constraint and the sum397
constraint arising from MAC1 (because 1 < a ≤ a2).398
Hence, the constraint Cs4 holds, which is the corner point399
of this region obtained by the specific intersection where400
the PU attains its full rate and the SU gets Cs4.401
5) Regime V of Table I-b > 1 and a2 < a ≤ a3: The same402
discussions as above are valid, with the individual rate403
constraints being the same but with the only difference404
being that the sum rate constraint is now due to MAC2405
and not MAC1 (because a2 < a ≤ a3). Hence, the con-406
straint Cs1 holds, which is the corner point of this region407
obtained by intersection, where the PU attains full rate,408
and the SU gets Cs1.409
6) Regime VI of Table I-b > 1 and a > a3: This regime is 410
ergodically very strong; hence, the sum-rate constraints 411
are not binding. Each channel behaves as if it was inter- 412
ference free. Hence, both the PU and SU both achieve 413
their full single-user rate. 414
A summary of the discussion above about the behavior of 415
achievable rate of SU with various parameters is provided 416
in Table I. 417
Fig. 3 plots the different regimes for an uncorrelated 418
Rayleigh fading channel. For a given SNR at the PU and SU, we 419
plot Csm for different values of a× b ∈ [0.2, 2]× [0.2, 2], as 420
shown in Fig. 3. Observe that the system’s behavior with respect 421
to a and b is as characterized in Table I. The curves recorded 422
for a = a1 and a = a2 are marked on the plot. The curve for 423
a = a3 occurs at very strong interference levels; hence, it is not 424
visible in the selected range of a and b values. The curve a1 425
can be seen to be a monotonically decreasing function of b; this 426
is because when the value of b increases, the values of a for 427
which Cs1 < Cs2 also decreases. Similarly, a2 is an increasing 428
function of b because when the value of b increases the value of 429
a for which we have Cs4 < Cs1 increases. 430
V. ACHIEVABLE RATES UNDER IMPERFECT 431
CHANNEL STATE ESTIMATION 432
Earlier, the idealized simplifying assumption of having per- 433
fect channel knowledge of all the links at all the receivers 434
was assumed. Naturally, in practice, this is not the case. The 435
receivers in practice use m training symbols for estimating the 436
channel. This technique implicitly assumes that the channel’s 437
envelope remains constant not only over the m pilot symbol 438
duration but also during the entire transmission burst to be de- 439
tected. This process is then repeated for all new bursts. Having 440
said this, powerful decision-directed joint iterative channel and 441
data estimators are capable of operating close to the perfect- 442
channel scenario for the desired link, as documented in [24] 443
and [25]. 444
Accordingly,we consider two specific cases, namely: 1) when 445
an estimation error is imposed only on the interfering links; and 446
2) when the estimation error contaminates all the links. The 447
error in the cross links is modeled as follows. Let Hˆps and Hˆsp 448
represent the estimates of Hps and Hsp, namely, that of the link 449
between the PU and the SU and vice versa, respectively. Let 450
furthermore Eps and Esp be the errors associated with a single 451
channel use. Then, by performing maximum likelihood (ML) 452
estimation over a block of m symbol duration and by applying 453
the central limit theorem, we have [31] 454
Hˆps = Hps +
1√
mPp
Eps (23)
Hˆsp = Hsp +
1√
mPs
Esp. (24)
Note that the both Eps and Esp are zero-mean and unit- 455
variance standard Gaussian RVs, i.e., they are distributed as 456
N (0, 1). The error scaled by 1/√mP suggests that performing 457
the estimation over multiple symbol duration and relying on 458
an increased training sequence power reduces the effects of 459
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Fig. 3. Variation of the SU achievable rate Csm as a function of a and b for Pp = 200 and Ps = 100.
estimation error. Thus, the baseband equations that we have are460
the following:461
Yp = HppXp +HspXs + Zpe1 (25)
Ys = HssXs +HpsXp + Zse1 (26)
where Zpe1 ∼ N (0, 1+(1/
√
mPs)) and where Zse1∼N (0,462
1+ (1/
√
mPp)). This suggests that the effect of channel es-463
timation errors simply increases the effective noise. The impact464
of these errors will depend upon the average transmit powers465
of the PU and the SU. Let Np1 = 1 + (1/
√
mPs) and Ns1 =466
1 + (1/
√
mPp).467
Similarly, if there are estimation errors in all the four links,468
then, in addition to (23) and (24), for the direct links, we have469
Hˆpp = Hpp +
1√
mPp
Epp (27)
Hˆss = Hss +
1√
mPs
Ess. (28)
Similar to Eps and Esp, Epp and Ess are also zero-mean and470
unit-variance standard Gaussian RVs, i.e., they are distributed471
as N (0, 1). Thus, the baseband equations that we have are the472
following:473
Yp = HppXp +HspXs + Zpe2 (29)
Ys = HssXs +HpsXp + Zse2 (30)
where Zpe1∼N (0, 1+(1/
√
mPs) + (1/
√
mPp)), and Zse1∼474
N (0, 1+(1/√mPp)+(1/√mPs)). LetNp2=1+(1/√mPs)+475
(1/
√
mPp) and Ns2 = 1 + (1/
√
mPp) + (1/
√
mPs). Thus,476
Ns2 = Np2.477
This increase in noise power requires us to characterize the478
achievable rates described in (3)–(9) in terms of the noise. Let479
Np and Ns be the noise variance at the PU and the SU. To for-480
mulate the achievable rate regions, we replace the unit variance481
of the noise by Np if the rate constraint was due to decoding at482
the PU and by Ns, if the rate constraint was due to decoding at 483
the SU. Then, the achievable region is formulated as 484
Rp ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|
2Pp
Np
)]
(31)
Rs ≤ E(|Hss|,|Hps |)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hss|2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(32)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|
2Pp
Np
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(33)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
(34)
Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+α|Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(35)
2Rp +Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|
2Pp
Np
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hpp|
2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(36)
Rp + 2Rs ≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+
α|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
.
(37)
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Consequently, the expressions for ri, i = {1, . . . , 6} are as485
follows:486
r1 = E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(38)
r2 = E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
Np + α|Hpp|2Pp
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+Ns
)]
(39)
r3 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np+|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Ns+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(40)
r4 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(41)
r5 = E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
Np + α|Hpp|2Pp
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
Np + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
+ E(|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns + |Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp +Ns
)]
(42)
r6 =
1
2
(
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
Np+α|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
Np+|Hpp|2Pp
)])
+
1
2
(
E(|Hss|,|Hps |)
[
log
(
Ns+|Hss|2Ps+|Hps|2Pp
α|Hps|2Pp+Ns
)])
.
(43)
Now, since Np2 = Ns2, when there are estimation errors on487
each link then Np = Np2 = Ns = Ns2. Hence, we recover the488
results mentioned in Theorems 1 and 2 with only a small change489
in Theorem 2 as described in the following.490
Theorem 3: The achievable rate of the SU, i.e., subject to the491
condition that the required rate of the PU of E(|Hpp |)[log(1 +492
((|Hpp|2Pp)/Np2))] is met under imperfect channel estimation493
on all four links, is given by494
Rs ≤ Csma (44)
where Csma is formulated as follows:495
Csma =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1a, Cs2a), if a ≤ 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1a, Cs3a, Cs4a), if a > 1 and b > 1
Cs1a, if b ≤ 1
where, we have496
Cs1a= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hsp|
2Ps
Np2+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(45)
Cs2a= E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hss|
2Ps
Ns2+|Hps|2Pp
)]
(46)
Cs3a= E(|Hss|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hss|2Ps
Ns2
)]
(47)
Cs4a= E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns2+|Hps|2Pp+|Hss|2Ps
Np2+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
. (48)
Proof: The proof follows from the proof of Theorem 2.497
This is because all the results in Lemmas 1, 2, and 3 and the498
proof for Theorem 1 do not depend upon the ordering or the499
value of Np and Ns. 500
When only the cross links are contaminated by the channel 501
estimation error, then there are two possibilities: Either Np1 ≤ 502
Ns1 or Np1 > Ns1. The condition Np1 ≤ Ns1 translates to 503
Pp ≥ Ps, which can be assumed to be reasonable. In this case, 504
again, the results of Theorems 1 and 2 hold. 505
Theorem 4: The achievable rate of the SU, subject to the 506
condition that the required rate of the PU of E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + 507
((|Hpp|2Pp)/Np2))] is met under imperfect channel estimation 508
only on the interfering links with Pp ≥ Ps, is given by 509
Rs ≤ Csmi (49)
where Csmi is formulated as follows: 510
Csmi =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1i, Cs2i), if a ≤ 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1i, Cs3i, Cs4i), if a > 1 and b > 1
Cs1i, if b ≤ 1
where, we have 511
Cs1i= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hsp|
2Ps
Np1+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(50)
Cs2i= E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1+ |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1+|Hps|2Pp
)]
(51)
Cs3i= E(|Hss |)
[
log
(
1+ |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1
)]
(52)
Cs4i= E(|Hss |,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns1+|Hps|2Pp+|Hss|2Ps
Np1+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
. (53)
Proof: Theproof followsfrom the proof of Theorem 2 and 512
the fact that the conditions r2|α=1 > r3 for a, b ≤ 1, and r2|α=0 513
> r3 for a>1, b≤1 are satisfied only when Np1 ≤ Ns1.  514
For the case when we have Np1 < Ns1, the conditions 515
r2|α=1 > r3 for a, b ≤ 1, and r2|α=0 > r3 for a > 1 and b ≤ 1 516
are not necessarily true. Hence, we have the following result. 517
Theorem 5: The achievable rate of the SU, subject to the 518
condition that the required rate of the PU of E(|Hpp|)[log(1 + 519
((|Hpp|2Pp)/Np2))] is met under having imperfect channel es- 520
timation only for the interfering links with Pp < Ps is given by 521
Rs ≤ Csme (54)
where Csme is formulated as follows: 522
Csme =
⎧⎪⎨
⎪⎩
min(Cs1e, Cs2e), if a ≤ 1
min(Cs1e, Cs3e, Cs4e), if a > 1 and b > 1
min(Cs1e, Cs4e), if a > 1 and b ≤ 1
where we have 523
Cs1e = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
Np1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(55)
Cs2e = E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hss|2Ps
Ns1 + |Hps|2Pp
)]
(56)
Cs3e = E(|Hss|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
Ns1
)]
(57)
Cs4e = E(|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
Ns1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
Np1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
.
(58)
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Proof: The expressions of the achievable rates under524
b ≤ 1 and b > 1 turn out to be the same, which is the mini-525
mum of min(Cs1e, Cs2e). Hence, unlike the previous results in526
Theorems 2–4, the achievable rate for b ≤ 1 does not have the527
same expression, whereas now for a ≤ 1, the characterization528
is the same. 529
Hence, the effect of channel estimation errors does not530
change the optimal structure of the rate sharing parameter531
described in Theorem 1. Moreover, when all the links have532
estimation errors and when only the cross-links have estimation533
error associated with Ps ≥ Pp, then the formulation of the534
achievable rate remains similar to that of the perfect estimation535
scenario, with the only difference being the addition of the gen-536
eral noise variance terms of Np and Ns instead of unity. When537
only the cross-links have an estimation error associated with538
Ps ≥ Pp, then the description of the achievable rate changes in539
the regimes of a ≤ 1, b > 1, and a > 1, b ≤ 1 regimes.540
Note that the extra terms in the variance, i.e., (1/
√
mPp) +541
(1/
√
mPs) that arise are quite small, particularly when the542
value of m is high. However, a high-Doppler fading channel543
will change substantially for a large value of m. Nevertheless,544
if the average transmit power valuesPp and Ps are high enough,545
the impact of channel estimation errors can be reduced to546
a small value. By contrast, if the transmit power values are547
insufficiently high and they are combined with a small value548
of m, this might affect the achievable rates significantly.549
VI. CONCLUSION550
In this paper, a new information-theoretic model was con551
ceived for underlay-based CR. By extending the Han–Kobayashi552
achievable rate region to fading interference channels, we deter-553
mined the optimal rate sharing parameters for both the SU and554
the PU that satisfy the relevant constraints and maximize the555
achievable rates. Furthermore, we provided a detailed analysis556
of the binding constraints accompanied by their conceptual557
interpretation. Then, we provided an analysis of the realistic im-558
perfect channel estimation scenario. It was demonstrated that,559
despite having channel estimation errors, the optimal structure560
of the rate sharing parameter remains the same.561
APPENDIX A562
SUPPORTING LEMMAS563
Lemma 1: r1 is a monotonically decreasing function of α for564
all a, whereas r2 and r5 are monotonically decreasing functions565
of α for a > 1 and are monotonically increasing functions of α566
for a ≤ 1.567
Proof: This follows from the fact that the log(1 + x)568
function is a strictly increasing function of x. Hence, for a pair569
of bounded RVs X and Y , if E[X ] > E[Y ] is satisfied, then we570
haveE[log(1 +X)] > E[log(1 + Y )]. A rigorous proof involv-571
ing differentiations can be provided for any of the known fading572
distributions. 573
Lemma 2: From (10)–(15), it is sufficient to consider only574
the three rate constraints r2, r3, and r5 for a < 1 and four rate575
constraints r1, r2, r3, and r5 for a > 1.576
Proof: We have to show that the constraint of r1 for a < 1 577
is redundant, whereas the constraints of r4 and r6 are always 578
redundant. 579
For r1, we show that, if we have a < 1, then r1 ≥ r2. 580
From Lemma 1, if a < 1, then r2 is a monotonically increas- 581
ing function of α, whereas r1 is always a monotonically de- 582
creasing function of α. Furthermore, we have r1|α=1 = r2|α=1. 583
Hence, for a < 1, r1 ≥ r2 is satisfied. 584
For r4, we show that r4 ≥ r5 is valid for all a since we have 585
r4 − r5 = E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
− E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
− E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hsp|
2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
≥ 0. (59)
Thus, r4 ≥ r5 is satisfied. 586
For r6, we show that r6 ≥ min(r2, r3) is satisfied for all a. 587
Observing that 588
r6 − r22 =
1
2
E(|Hpp |,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1+α|Hpp|2Pp+|Hsp|2Ps
1+|Hpp|2Pp
)]
− E(|Hpp|)
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hpp|2Pp
)]
(60)
or r6 =
r2
2
+
1
2
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
×
[
log
(
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(61)
=
r2
2
+
1
2
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 +
|Hsp|2Ps
1 + α|Hpp|2Pp
)]
(62)
≥ r2
2
+
r3
2
=
r2 + r3
2
≥ min (r2, r3). (63)
Lemma 2 is proven.  589
APPENDIX B 590
PROOF OF THEOREM 1 591
From Lemma 2, we established that, for a<1, only the rate 592
constraints r2, r3, and r5 are binding. Hence, we have 593
Csm = min
(
r3, max
α∈[0,1]
{min(r2, r5, )}
)
. (64)
From Lemma 1, we note that functions r2 and r5 are monoton- 594
ically increasing functions of α if a ≤ 1. Hence, we have 595
arg max
α∈[0,1]
{min(r2, r5, )} = 1.
Since r3 is independent of α, if the constraint r3 is binding, we 596
can select α = 1 as the default value. Hence, α = 1 is optimal 597
for a ≤ 1. 598
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Following the same line of argument, we can establish that599
α = 0 is optimal for a > 1. 600
APPENDIX C601
PROOF OF THEOREM 2602
For the condition of a > 1 and b > 1, the value of Csm is ob-603
tained by selecting the minimum of r1, r2, r3 and r5 evaluated604
at α = 0. It can be shown that r5|α=0 > r3 for a > 1. Hence,605
for a > 1 and b > 1, we have Csm = min(r1|α=0, r2|α=0, r3).606
For the condition of a ≤ 1 and b > 1, the value of Csm is607
obtained by taking the minimum of r2, r3 and r5 evaluated at608
α = 1. Since, we have r5|α=1 = r3, hence, for a ≤ 1 and b >609
1, we arrive at Csm = min(r2|α=1, r3).610
For the condition of b ≤ 1 and a ≤ 1, r2|α=1 ≥ r3 holds.611
Hence, Csm = r3.612
For the condition of b ≤ 1 and a > 1, r1|α=0 > r3 hold. The613
only fact that remains to be shown is that r2|α=0 > r3. To show614
this, we demonstrate that615
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
)]
< 0.
To show this, we observe that616
E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|,|Hss|,|Hps|)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hps|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
)]
≤ E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|,|Hss |)
[
log
(
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hsp|2Ps
1 + |Hpp|2Pp + |Hss|2Ps
)]
(65)
= E(|Hpp|,|Hsp|,|Hss |)
⎡
⎣log
⎛
⎝1 +
|Hsp|2Ps
1+|Hpp|2Pp
1 + |Hss|
2Ps
1+|Hpp|2Pp
⎞
⎠
⎤
⎦ (66)
≤ 0. (67)
617
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